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ψྤᢰߪωΚຍଡՕ۞֚ڇΔהചထ
אױהྤᢰߪΔᎅԫ֊ฒسຟਢה
ࠐנऱΖ߷ᏖڇຍଡԳଥऱՈਢຍଡ
ऄ॰ΔՈڶຍጟചထԱΖהՈᎅԫ֊ฒ
سਢהࠐנऱΖ܃הՈګ۵ࡋΔ
৻Ꮦ౨נฒࠐسԱΛຍ༉ਢԫጟڐ
ചЁЁ౨ॺ౨ചΖψࠡګ۴ইωΚה
ፖՕ۞׆֚ڇԱ֖ࣛΔהՈၒࠩ۞ڇ
֚װԱΔψಮ۵ဆ༼ΔՋ؈वߠωΚה
ኙ۵టإऱᤚЁЁإᤚဆ༼ЁЁլᎁᢝ
ԱΔڶటإཕᐝԱΔࢬא༉ᏽᆵ֚ࠩ
ᦅ؆ሐ㠪ᙰΖ

The Great Sovereign God, who manifests his boundless body, will become
his companion. This god is attached to the idea that he can manifest a
boundless body, and he claims that all living beings are manifested by him.
Now this person is cultivating the same Dharma-door. He has the same
attachment. He says that all living beings are manifested by him. Tell me, how
can someone who has not accomplished Buddhahood create living beings? This
is a false attachment; he thinks he has an ability that he doesn’t really have.
He makes friends with the Great Sovereign God and goes off to the Heaven
of Great Sovereignty.
Confused about the Bodhi of the Buddhas, he will lose his knowledge
and understanding. He fails to recognize the genuine enlightenment. He
doesn’t have any genuine wisdom, and so he joins the demons of the heavens
and the external sects.
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Sutra:
This is the second state, in which he draws conclusions about the workings
of an ability based on the idea that he has such an ability. He strays far
from perfect penetration and turns his back on the City of Nirvana, thus
sowing the seeds for being born in the Heaven of Great Pride where the
self is considered all-pervading and perfect.

ψਢټรԲΔم౨֨Δګ౨ࠃ࣠ωΚ
ຍਢรԲΔمהຍଡ౨سฒسΔה
ऱ֨Δګ༉הຍጟሙႽऱ࣠ΖψሔႽ
ຏωΚࡉהଥۘႽຏຍጟऄ॰Δ֘ፊ
ፊ۞ࢤຍଡሐΔઌሔહऱΖψહ௳
ৄωΚኙ௳լسլᄰຍଡሐΔהՈ
ਢઌሔહऱΖψسՕኬ֚ωΚהലࠐ
ࠩسՕኬ֚Δ߷ଡՕ۞֚ڇՈ༉ਢ
Օኬ֚Ζ
৻ᏖՕኬ֚ΛהլದԳΔ᜔ᠻ
ࠩՕߪׄػՂΔ۞աڶԿଡณᅪΕԶೋ

Commentary:
This is the second state, in which he draws conclusions about the workings
of an ability based on the idea that he has such an ability. Based on the
idea that he is able to create living beings, he attains a fruition that seems allpervasive and perfect. He strays far from perfect penetration. What he has
done goes against the Dharma-door of cultivating perfect penetration through
the ear, of directing the hearing inward to listen to the inherent nature.
And he turns his back on the City of Nirvana. He also goes against
the truth of the unproduced and undestroyed, thus sowing the seeds for
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౦ᜩΔᕹΜהᤚהԱլದԱΔᤚᠻ
ထՕ߷ׄػᏖ۞۞ططऱΔৰ༢რऱΔ
הᎁהຍଡسॺൄچᚌ။Δࢬא༉
سԱಥݺኬΔԵԱψݺሙႽጟωΚᎅ
ݺ౨ሙႽԫ֊Δ౨ګ༉ԫ֊Ζ
˫චշ̄ĄኜҖ۩Ą̏ໝϠໝĄ҃ٺ
ໝĄჟӻϏĄ
ψԾߊωΚԾຍଡଥࡳధԱ۩ອ
ऱߊΔψᒡ壆۩़ωΚהኙ࣍۩
ອբᆖ़ԱΔψբᄰسᄰωΚբᆖᄰ
Աהຍଡسᄰऱ֨ԱΔψۖ࣍ഭᄰΔ
壄آݎႽωΚۖ࣍ഭᄰᑗΔהᝫڶ
ࠩΔᝫڶႽየΔڶటإࠩຍ
ଡഭᄰऱᑗΖ
ࡶٺٙᕩĄѣٙᕩֶĄҋႷ͕֗Ąଂك
߹ĄȈ͞۩ĄݚϠĄӈౌٺ
Ąٙ߹ކгĄүৌ૱֗ĄϠໝྋĄ
дϠໝ̚Ąѝࢍ૱ҝĄߊೊ̙ϠĄϺਜ਼
ϠໝĄщҝՕਜ਼ĄϠ౼ྋ۰Ąߏˠ
ᆪĄ૱ܧ૱ેĄࢍҋд͇ĄјҡܴĄ
ਜ਼Ңඳ೩Ą˸εۢ֍Ą
ψૉ࣍ࢬូωΚូࢬ࣍הऱֱچΔ
ψࠉូࢬڶωΚהԫଡូࠉΔψ۞
ጊߪ֨ωΚ۞הա༉נسԫጟᡖጊ֨Δ
ᡖጊהຍଡߪ֨ਢψൕੌנωΚছᢰ
߷ଡڐૠਢᡖጊ۞աנسԫ֊ฒسΙ߷
ᏖڇΔהԾᤚ۞աਢൕ߷ଡូࠉ
ੌࠐנऱΖψԼֱဠ़ΔভࠡسದωΚ
ࢬڶऱԼֱဠ़ΔՈຟਢࠉូࢬה
߷㠪ࠐנسऱΖψ࣍ܛຟದΔࢬੌ
چωΚࢬੌچՈ༉ਢ߷ࠐנسࢬהଡ
ࢬΖچΔՈ༉ਢଡࢬΔ߷ଡֱچΖ
ڇܛຍଡࢬڶԫ֊ຟਢൕ،سದࠐऱچ
ֱΔψ܂టൄߪωΚהᎁຍଡֱچ༉
ਢהऱటൄߪԱΖψྤسᄰᇞωΚהᎅ
ຍଡֱچ༉ਢྤسᄰԱΖ߷ᏖչᏖה
נسຍଡᇞΛ༉ਢլኙቪΜڂຍଡچ
ֱլਢسڶᄰΔהথຍଡᇞΖ
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being born in the Heaven of Great Pride where the self is considered allpervading and perfect. He will eventually be reborn in the Heaven of Great
Pride, which is the Heaven of Great Sovereignty. Great pride means he looks
down on everyone else. He is always up on his white ox, with his three eyes
and eight arms, thinking he is quite marvelous. Riding freely about on his
white ox, he feels smug and satisfied. Because he feels his lifestyle is so superb,
he becomes arrogant. He claims, “I completely pervade everything, and I can
accomplish everything.”
Sutra:
Further, the good person has thoroughly seen the formations skandha
as empty. He has ended production and destruction, but he has not yet
perfected the subtle wonder of ultimate serenity.
Commentary:
Further, the good person, who in his cultivation of samadhi has destroyed the
formations skandha, has thoroughly seen the formations skandha as empty.
He has already ended the mind of production and destruction, but he has
not yet perfected the subtle wonder of ultimate serenity. He has not yet
truly attained the bliss of ultimate serenity.
Sutra:
If he regards what he is returning to as a refuge, he will suspect that his
body and mind come forth from there, and that all things throughout space
in the ten directions arise from there as well. He will explain that place
from which all things issue forth is the truly permanent body, which is not
subject to production and destruction. While still within production and
destruction, he prematurely reckons that he abides in permanence. Since
he is deluded about non-production, he is also confused about production
and destruction. He is sunk in confusion. If he interprets this as a supreme
state, he will fall into the error of taking what is not permanent to be
permanent. He will speculate that the Sovereign God (Ishvaradeva) is his
companion. Confused about the Bodhi of the Buddhas, he will lose his
knowledge and understanding.
Commentary:
If he regards what he is returning to as a refuge, there will be doubts in his
mind and he will suspect that his body and mind come forth from there.
The previous false conjecture was that he himself produced all living beings.
Now he thinks that he came forth from the place to which he is returning,
and that all things throughout space in the ten directions arise from there
as well.
He will explain that that place from which all things issue forth is the
truly permanent body, which is not subject to production and destruction.
“That place” refers to the refuge to which he is returning. He claims that it is
not caught up in production and destruction. Why does he say that? Because
he is mistaken in his basic assumption.
FTo be continued

